NAD+ recycling is likely key for cell proliferation, because many biosynthetic pathways produce NADH as a byproduct (34). These insights confirm the long-standing hypothesis (26, 29) that pyruvate supplementation rescues proliferation in cells with disrupted ETC by restoring NAD+/NADH balance via the LDH reaction.

In the future, LDNOK and engineered or naturally occurring variants may become valuable tools for studying compartmentalization of redox metabolism. These constructs will allow for a dissection of the relative contributions of redox imbalance and ATP insufficiency to mitochondrial disease pathogenesis. If a substantial amount of the organ pathology of mitochondrial disease stems from reductive stress or pseudo-hypoxia, then expression of this single polypeptide holds promise as a “protein prosthetic” for the large number of disorders characterized by ETC dysfunction.
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HUMAN GENOMICS

Excavating Neandertal and Denisovan DNA from the genomes of Melanesian individuals
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Although Neandertal sequences that persist in the genomes of modern humans have been identified in Eurasians, comparable studies in people whose ancestors hybridized with both Neandertals and Denisovans are lacking. We developed an approach to identify DNA inherited from multiple archaic hominin ancestors and applied it to whole-genome sequences from 1523 geographically diverse individuals, including 35 previously unknown Island Melanesian genomes. In aggregate, we recovered 1.34 gigabases and 303 megabases of the Neandertal and Denisovan genome, respectively. We use these maps of archaic sequences to show that Neandertal admixture occurred multiple times in different non-African populations, characterize genomic regions that are significantly depleted of archaic sequences, and identify signatures of adaptive introgression.

F or much of human history, modern humans overlapped in time and space with other hominins (1). Analyses of the Neandertal (2, 3) and Denisovan (4, 5) genomes revealed that gene flow occurred between these archaic hominins and the ancestors of modern humans (3–8). Consequently, all non-African populations derive ~2% of their ancestry from Neandertals (3), whereas substantial levels of Denisovan ancestry (~2 to 4%) are only found in Oceanic populations (5), although low levels of Denisovan ancestry may be more widespread (5, 6). Recently, catalogs of introgressed Neandertal sequences have been created in Eurasians (II, 12). However, considerably less is known about the genomic organization and characteristics of Denisovan sequences that persist in modern individuals.

We sequenced 35 individuals from 11 locations in the Bismarck Archipelago of Northern Island Melanesia, Papua New Guinea (Fig. 1A) (13, 14), to a median depth of 40x (tables S1 and 82), including a trio to facilitate haplotype reconstruction. Unless otherwise noted, analyses were performed on a subset of 27 unrelated individuals (14). We integrated our sequencing data with single-nucleotide polymorphism genotypes from 1997 indi
civduals spanning 159 worldwide populations (Fig. 1A and table S3) (14–16). A global principal components analysis (PCA) and ADMIXTURE analysis shows that our samples cluster most closely with other Oceanic individuals (Fig. 1B and fig. S1), and population sizes inferred by pairwise sequence Markovian coalescent analysis are consistent with other non-African populations (fig. S2) (14). Furthermore, our Melanesian samples show genetic similarities to both Neandertals and Denisovans, whereas all other non-African populations only exhibit affinity toward Neandertals (Fig. 1C and fig. S3) (14). Using an f4 statistic (14, 15, 17), we find significant evidence of Denisovan
Fig. 1. Melanesian genomic variation in a global context. (A) Locations of the 159 geographically diverse populations studied. Information about the Melanesian individuals sequenced (blue triangles) is shown in the inset. (B) PCA of Melanesian genomes in the context of present-day worldwide genetic diversity. (C) Modern human variation projected onto the top two eigenvectors defined by PCA of the Altai Neandertal, Denisovan, and chimpanzee genome (14). Population means were plotted for each of the 11 Melanesian populations and each population of the global data set. (D) Estimates of Denisovan ancestry in Oceanic populations estimated from an f4 statistic (14). The 11 Melanesian populations are highlighted by the light blue box.

Fig. 2. Identifying Neandertal and Denisovan sequences in modern human genomes. (A) Bivariate archaic match P-value distributions for simulations of nonintrogressed sequences, Esan in Nigeria, Europeans, and Melanesians. Null simulations and Esan show no skew in Neandertal or Denisovan match P-values toward zero, Europeans show only a skew of Neandertal match P-values toward zero, and Melanesians exhibit both Neandertal and Denisovan match P-values skewed toward zero. (B) Amount of archaic introgressed sequences identified in each population. (Inset) Amount of Neandertal, Denisovan, and ambiguous (Neandertal or Denisovan) introgressed sequences for each Melanesian individual. (C) Schematic representation of introgressed haplotypes in an intronic portion of the GRM7 locus in Melanesian individuals illustrating mosaic patterns of archaic ancestry.
ancestry ($Z > 4$) in our Melanesian samples, with admixture proportions varying between 1.9 and 3.4% (Fig. 1D and table S4).

Having demonstrated that our Melanesian individuals have both Neandertal and Denisovan ancestry, we developed an approach to recover and classify archaic sequences. Briefly, we first identify putative introgressed sequences using the statistic $S^*$ (which does not use information from an archaic reference genome) (11, 18) and then refine this set by comparing significant $S^*$ haplotypes to the Neandertal and Denisovan genomes and testing to determine whether they match more than expected by chance. Variation in neutral divergence between archaic groups across loci and incomplete lineage sorting complicate classification of archaic haplotypes as Neandertal or Denisovan (fig. S4) (14). To address this issue, we developed a likelihood method that operates on the bivariate distribution of Neandertal and Denisovan match $P$ values (14). This framework estimates the proportion of Neandertal, Denisovan, and null sequences in the set of $S^*$ significant haplotypes, identifies archaic haplotypes at a desired false discovery rate (FDR), and probabilistically categorizes them as Neandertal, Denisovan, or ambiguous (i.e., Neandertal or Denisovan status cannot be confidently distinguished) (14). In addition to our Melanesian samples, we also applied our method to whole-genome sequences from 1496 geographically diverse individuals studied as part of the 1000 Genomes Project (table S5) (14, 19).

We evaluated our approach through coalescent simulations (figs. S5 and S6) and by analyzing African populations (fig. S7). Archaic match $P$ values calculated from null coalescent simulations without archaic admixture and significant $S^*$ sequences in African individuals show similar distributions (Fig. 2A), consistent with little to no Neandertal or Denisovan ancestry in most African populations. Notably, Luhya and Gambians do show evidence of having some Neandertal ancestry (fig. S8 and table S6), most likely inherited indirectly through recent admixture with non-Africans (20).

In Europeans, we see a strong skew of Neandertal, but not Denisovan, match $P$ values toward zero (Fig. 2A). In contrast, Melanesians exhibit a marked skew of both Neandertal and Denisovan match $P$ values toward zero (Fig. 2A).

In aggregate, across all 1523 non-African individuals analyzed, we recovered 1340 Mb and 304 Mb

**Fig. 3.** Identifying shared and unique pulses of Neandertal admixture among human populations. (A) Schematics of two simulated introgression models and patterns of reciprocal match probabilities. Contour plots are fit to the scatter plot of reciprocal match probabilities calculated from analyzing all pairwise combinations of individuals between two populations. (Left) Gene flow occurs into the common ancestor of Population 1 and Population 2, and reciprocal match probabilities fall along the diagonal as predicted by theory (binomial test, $P > 0.05$) (14). Right. Population 2 receives additional admixture shifting reciprocal match probabilities above the diagonal (binomial test, $P < 0.05$). (B) Reciprocal match probabilities of Neandertal sequences in modern human populations, consistent with additional Neandertal admixture into East Asians versus Europeans, and into Europeans, East Asians, and South Asians versus Melanesians. (C) Simplified schematic of admixture history consistent with the data.
of the Neandertal and Denisovan genomes, respectively, at a FDR = 5%. Melanesian individuals have on average 104 Mb of archaic sequences per individual (48.9, 42.9, and 12.2 Mb of Neandertal, Denisovan, and ambiguous sequence, respectively) (Fig. 2B). In contrast, we only call between 0.026 Mb (in Esan) to 0.5 Mb (in Luhya) of sequences per individual as archaic in Africans, highlighting that our method and error rates are well calibrated. The higher levels of archaic ancestry in Melanesians result in an average of 20 compound homozygous archaic loci per individual, with one Neandertal and one Denisovan haplotype (Fig. 2C and fig. S9). We estimate that 61% of the variability in the amount of Denisovan sequences between individuals is explained by variation in Papuan ancestry ($P = 7.8 \times 10^{-4}$) (table S7) (14). In other non-Africans, we identify on average 65.0, 55.2, and 51.2 Mb of archaic sequences in East Asians, South Asians, and Europeans, respectively (Fig. 2B). Virtually all of the archaic sequences in these populations are Neandertal in origin, although a small fraction (<1%) of introgressed sequences in East and South Asians are predicted to be Denisovan (fig. S8 and table S6) (14).

We developed a method to determine whether two populations have shared or unique admixture histories based on patterns of reciprocal sharing of Neandertal sequences among individuals (fig. S10) (14). We validated the expected behavior of our method in simulated data (Fig. 3A) and confirm previous observations of an additional admixture event unique to East Asians (11, 21, 22) (Fig. 3B). We find evidence for an additional pulse of Neandertal admixture in Europeans, East Asians, and South Asians compared with Melanesians (Fig. 3B), which is robust to different statistical thresholds used to call Neandertal and Denisovan sequences and determining significance (figs. S11 to S13) (14). Conversely, we find no evidence of differences in admixture histories between Europeans and South Asians (fig. S14).

Collectively, these data suggest that Neandertal admixture occurred at least three distinct times in modern human history (Fig. 3C). Although most
South Asian populations show shared histories of archaic admixture, we find significant evidence of differential Neandertal admixture between some European and East Asian populations (figs. S15 to S17).

The density of surviving Neandertal sequences across the genome is heterogeneous (12), and regions that are strongly depleted of Neandertal ancestry may represent loci where archaic sequences were deleterious in hybrid individuals and were purged from the population. To quantify how unusual Neandertal depleted regions are under neutral models, we performed coalescent simulations (14), focusing on individuals of European and East Asian ancestry whose demographic histories are known in most detail. Depletions of Neandertal sequences that extend ≥8 Mb are significantly enriched in the observed compared with simulated data (permutation \( P < 0.01 \) (Fig. 4A and fig. S8)). Neandertal depleted regions that span at least 8 Mb are also significantly (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, \( P < 10^{-10} \)) depleted of Neandertal sequences in South Asians and Melanesians (fig. S19 and table S8).

We find significantly more overlap in regions depleted of Neandertal and Denisovan lineages than expected by chance (permutation \( P = 0.0008 \) (fig. S20 and table S9) (14), consistent with recurrent selection against deleterious archaic sequences. Indeed, deserts of archaic sequences tend to exhibit higher levels of background selection (figs. S21 and S22). Regions depleted of archaic lineages are significantly enriched for genes expressed in specific brain regions, particularly in the developing cortex and adult striatum (permutation \( P < 0.05 \)) (table S10). A large region depleted of archaic sequences spans 11 Mb on chromosome 7 and contains the FOXP2 gene (Fig. 4B), which has been associated with speech and language (23). This region is also significantly enriched for genes associated with autism spectrum disorders (Fisher’s exact test, \( P = 0.0008 \) (14)). Although our data show that large regions depleted of archaic ancestry are inconsistent with neutral evolution, mechanisms other than selection, such as structural variation, could also contribute to the appearance of archaic deserts, and thus additional work is necessary to fully understand the origins of such regions. We identified putative adaptively introgressed sequences in Melanesians by identifying archaic haplotypes at unusually high frequencies, as determined by coalescent simulations under a wide variety of neutral demographic models (14). At a frequency threshold of 0.56, corresponding to the 99th percentile of simulated data, we identified 21 independent candidate regions for adaptive introgression (Fig. 4C and table S12). Fourteen are of Neandertal origin, three are Denisovan, three are ambiguous, and one segregates both Neandertal and Denisovan haplotypes. Six regions do not contain any protein-coding genes, and seven high-frequency archaic haplotypes span only a single gene (table S12). High-frequency archaic haplotypes overlap several metabolism-related genes, such as GCG (a hormone that increases blood glucose levels) and PLP1 (a membrane protein involved in lipid metabolism). Moreover, five regions either span or are adjacent to immune-related genes, including a haplotype encompassing GPIs and GPIF (Fig. 4D), which are induced by interferon as part of the innate immune response.

Substantial amounts of Neandertal and Denisovan DNA can now be robustly identified in the genomes of present-day Melanesians, allowing new insights into human evolutionary history. As genotype-scale data from worldwide populations continue to accumulate, a nearly complete catalog of surviving archaic lineages may soon be within reach. Key challenges remain, including evaluating the functional and phenotypic consequences of introgressed sequences and refining estimates on the timing, location, and other characteristics of admixture events. Ultimately, maps of surviving Neandertal, Denisovan, and potentially other hominin (11) sequences will help us interpret patterns of human genomic variation and understand how archaic admixture influenced the trajectory of human evolution.
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BIOPHYSICS

Direct observation of path transitions during the folding of proteins and nucleic acids

Krishna Neupane,1 Daniel A. N. Foster,1 Derek R. Dee,1 Hao Yu,1 Feng Wang,2 Michael T. Woodside1,2*

Transition paths, the fleeting trajectories through the transition states that dominate the dynamics of biomolecular folding reactions, encapsulate the critical information about how structure forms. Owing to their brief duration, however, they have not previously been observed directly. We measured transition paths for both nucleic acid and protein folding, using optical tweezers to observe the microscopic diffusive motion of single molecules traversing energy barriers. The average transit times and the shapes of the transit-time distributions agreed well with theoretical expectations for motion over the one-dimensional energy landscapes reconstructed for the same molecules, validating the physical theory of folding reactions. These measurements provide a first look at the critical microscopic events that occur during folding, opening exciting new avenues for investigating folding phenomena.

Biomolecular folding is famously complex, involving a diffusive search over a multi-dimensional conformational energy landscape for the lowest-energy structure (1). The most critical parts of the folding pathway, dominating the dynamics, are the transition states, the unstable intermediates through which a molecule must pass when changing conformation (2). A key goal in folding studies has been to observe molecules as they traverse a particular
Excavating Neandertal and Denisovan DNA from the genomes of Melanesian individuals

Denisovan DNA retained in Melanesians

Modern humans carry remnants of DNA from interbreeding events with archaic lineages, such as Neandertals. However, people from Oceania also retain genes from a second ancient lineage, the Denisovans. Vernot et al. surveyed archaic genomic sequences in a worldwide sample of modern humans, including 35 individuals from the Melanesian Islands. All non-African genomes surveyed contained Neandertal DNA, but a significant Denisovan component was found only in the Melanesians. Reconstruction of this genetic history suggests that Neandertals bred with modern humans multiple times, but Denisovans only once, in ancestors of modern-day Melanesians.
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